La Palma Diving Center
Terms and Conditions

Prerequisites for diving
a) diving: For all diving activities, you need a license, a current medical statement and an insurance
that covers diving accidents and the treatment in a decompression chamber. If you do not hold an
insurance, you should contract it with us for the time of your stay.
b) Try Dives: For a dive in the ocean, you should be able to swim and be healthy. Before starting, you
will be asked to fill out a medical statement, and in case if there are any doubts have to visit a doctor
before getting into the water.
Schedules and Dive Sites
When you book your activity, we agree on a date and a time. The diver has arrive in the divecenter at
the time we agreed, or call one day before until 6 pm to change the date.
The divecenter will conduct the activity with you, but has the right to change the dive site if weather
conditions will require it.
Cancelations
The diver can cancel the activity until 6 pm of the day before without any costs. For the Bussard
Tours, we charge a 50€ cancellation fee. If the diver does not show up, the full price will be charged.
If you cannot complete a dive for health reasons (e.g. having ear problems), a maximum of 50% will
be charged.
Liability for rental equipment and equipment stored in the divecenter
The diver agrees on taking care for the equipment he rented. In case of equipment loss or damage,
we will charge the current replacement value. The diver is not responsible for damages due to
normal use.
The divecenter is not responsible for personal equipment stored in the center.
Independent diving
If you dive without a guide, you are obligated to adhere to the regional diving law. The center is not
responsible for any problem or damage resulting from an unguided dive.
Rules for diving
Every diver is obligated to respect the limits set by his training and experience. The maximum
allowed depth is 40m. Decompression dives are not allowed. Every diver should maintain neutral
buoyancy throughout the whole dive, as his personal abilities allow it, and avoid any contact with
animals, plants and stones. Every diver has to follow the instructions of the guide.

Take nothing but pictures – leave nothing but bubbles – kill nothing but time

